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The promise that vaccines would give you freedom was just a calculated lie.
Now, even those who are vaccinated are being subjected to new lockdowns
and mask mandates, all over the world.

Because the real goal of all this is to crush humanity, keep people in a state
of pandemic fear, and justify endless injections with spike protein
bioweapons.

See the stories and videos below for more details. And use this time to
double down on your own prepping plans. What we've all experienced so
far is just the beginning of the nightmare yet to come from tyrannical
governments.

Also watch for my new Situation Update podcast on Monday, plus a new
interview with Steve Quayle that should be posted Monday afternoon at the
HRR channel on Brighteon:

https://www.brighteon.com/channels/hrreport

New Videos from Brighteon.com

[3cd21f77‐92a6‐47fa‐903e‐e7923d2c9d66]

Breaking discovery - What COVID Injections Do To Your BLOOD -
Doctor Releases Horrific Findings

Watch this video

[abbf170c‐8928‐410d‐ae9d‐75378f9c12c6]

FEMA exercise - UN coming - rain torches

Watch this video

[21120cf0‐14c8‐446b‐8c6f‐ fcfd5b73cc]

Historic Pattern Shift as Financial Blackhole Opens...by Lynette
Zang

Watch this video
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Vax scam revealed: Los Angeles County brings back mask
mandates, even for the vaccinated

By Arsenio Toledo | Read the full story

[Facebook‐Censorship.jpg]

Blatant tyranny: Biden administration now mandating what
content to censor from the internet

By Ramon Tomey | Read the full story

Sponsor: Experience the powerful antioxidant properties of the most potent
form of vitamin E discovered.

[Covid‐19‐Coronavirus‐Doctor‐Vacine‐Shot‐]

17,503 DEAD, 1.7 million injured reported in European Union's
database of adverse drug reactions for COVID-19 shots

By News Editors | Read the full story

[China‐US‐Flags‐Coronavirus‐Spread.jpg]

Top 10 China flu fails by lying governments and fraudulent health
"authorities"

By S.D. Wells | Read the full story

Sponsor: Experience the remarkable health benefits of Fermented Organic
Yellow Miso

[France.jpg]

French protesters show up in force to defy covid vaccination
mandates

By Ethan Huff | Read the full story

Sponsor: Support your body's natural detoxification process with Groovy Bee
Detox Foot Pads.
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[Coronavirus‐Pandemic‐Covid‐19‐Quaran ne]

It never ends: Victoria, Australia enters 5-day lockdown after
claim of growing COVID-19 clusters

By Cassie B. | Read the full story
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Organic Hemp Protein Powder

A complete protein source, organic hemp protein powder provides all 9 essential
amino acids. Boost your daily protein intake with Health Ranger Select Organic Hemp

Protein Powder. Made from pure hemp seeds, our premium hemp protein powder
contains no gluten or GMOs and is vegan, non-China and certified Kosher and

organic. It is also meticulously lab tested for glyphosate, heavy metals and
microbiology.

Learn More

More of Today's Articles

Cancer-causing chemical benzene found in Johnson & Johnson sunscreen
products
Johnson & Johnson announced on Wednesday, July 14, that it is recalling several of its sunscreen products
from five different product lines after discovering they contained benzene, a known ...

Top 6 organic fertilizers for your garden
The use of fertilizers dates back 8,000 years, when early farmers used manure to fertilize their crops.
However, modern, commercial agriculture has now become heavily dependent on toxic synthetic ...

More states block masks and coronavirus vaccine mandates put in place by
schools
More states have banned K-12 schools and universities from requiring Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19)
vaccines and face masks for their students. At least eight states passed laws prohibiting ...

UK hospitality industry not sold on government's plan to require COVID Pass
Pubs, restaurants and nightclubs operators are not planning to turn into coronavirus (COVID-19) police in the
UK. Hospitality chiefs said they do not have the technology to scan COVID vaccine ...

7 Foods to never dehydrate
Food dehydration is the process of reducing moisture in food to prevent the proliferation of bacteria. It's one
of the fastest and least expensive methods of food preservation. Dehydrating ...

Facebook censorship board member: Free speech is not a human right
Speech is not a human right, according to prominent Facebook censorship board member Helle Thorning-
Schmidt. (Article by Jordan Davidson republished from TheFederalist.com) "What we're ...

Now the EU is going after video platforms like BitChute that refuse to censor
content critical of LGBTQ and Black Lives Matter propaganda
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The alternative media streaming platform BitChute, which is based out of the United Kingdom, has issued
new guidelines against speech that conform to the "hate speech" requirements ...

Report: The U.S. Navy can no longer defend America because it's too focused
on being "woke"
The U.S. military is the most powerful fighting force on the planet, so long as its members are actually taught
to fight. But increasingly, American military men and women are being exposed less ...

Tyrannical Michigan Democrats are now criminalizing anyone who questions
the 2020 election outcome
For four years, we were treated to a daily narrative about how Donald Trump was a "tyrant," an
"authoritarian," the reincarnation of Hitler, Stalin, and Mao, and working establish ...

Hate crimes against Christians becoming commonplace in Canada
Hate crimes targeting Christians are increasingly becoming normal in Canada. There have been at least 45
attacks on Christian congregations in the country since June, including 17 cases in which ...
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